Abstract A tubular moving-magnet linear oscillating motor (TMMLOM) has merits of high efficiency and excellent dynamic capability. To enhance the thrust performance, quasi-Halbach permanent magnet (PM) arrays are arranged on its mover in the application of a linear electro-hydrostatic actuator in more electric aircraft. The arrays are assembled by several individual segments, which lead to gaps between them inevitably. To investigate the effects of the gaps on the radial magnetic flux density and the machine thrust in this paper, an analytical model is built considering both axial and radial gaps. The model is validated by finite element simulations and experimental results. Distributions of the magnetic flux are described in condition of different sizes of radial and axial gaps. Besides, the output force is also discussed in normal and end windings. Finally, the model has demonstrated that both kinds of gaps have a negative effect on the thrust, and the linear motor is more sensitive to radial ones.
Introduction
TMMLOMs are tested for air-conditioner compressors with 41 an efficiency of over 92% at a rated condition. 6 Due to a rel- topologies were compared, 15 and a finite element model 91 showed that the radial attractive force was higher in the axial 92 polarized structures when considering the eccentricity effect.
93
In a publication series presented by Wang et al., a quasi- 94 Halbach structure of TMMLOMs which was a combination 95 of radial polarized and axial polarized PMs arrays was deeply 96 analyzed, 14, [16] [17] [18] [19] including an analytical flux expression of the 97 quasi-Halbach topology, 14, 16, 18 comparative analysis to con-98 ventional magnetization methods, 17 and parameters optimiza- 99 tions on the size of the structure. 19 Because of some self-100 shielding property, the quasi-Halbach PM arrays would reduce 101 the moving mass to improve the dynamic capability and result 102 in a higher flux density. and r, h, z are axes in cylindrical coordinate system, where e ra , e ci , e ax are the unit vectors in radial, circumferential and In formulation of the magnetic field, the room to be studied 
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No. of Pages 14 ; and the coefficients are determined as the equations is given as follows: In terms of the positions of windings, the coils region can be 
As the TMMLOM has 6 normal coils windings and 2 end 462 coils windings, the total thrust F is derived finally as follows: flux is a key factor that affects the output, the distribution of 514 the magnetic flux in the radial direction is analyzed considering 515 radial gaps in Fig. 9 (a) and axial gaps in Fig. 9(b) , respectively. The total thrust of the TMMLOM is shown in Fig. 13 . For 571 the reason that the total force depends mostly on the normal 572 coils, the thrust property is similar to that with the normal 573 coils. Hence, the total thrust of the motor is much more sensi-574 tive to the radial gaps than the axial gaps. is noticeable to pay more attention to limit the thickness of 611 radial gaps than to axial ones.
612 Fig. 12 Effect of gaps on thrust in end coils winding. Fig. 13 Effect of gaps on total thrust. 
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The combination of Maxwell's equations and Eq. (1) gives Eq. (1) gives 
For the magnetic field distribution of a tubular linear oscil-677 lating motor is axially symmetric, the expression becomes 
where C 0 ; C 1 ; C 2 ; C 3 are constants. Thus 
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Thus we draw the conclusion that 772 C 6 ¼ 0 
